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Abstract

This study investigates the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between transformational leadership, transactional leadership, and organization innovation. The data were collected by using a questionnaire from 135 software industry in Thailand. We use structural equations modeling (SEM) to explore the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on a positive relationship between transformational leadership, and organization innovation directly and indirectly through the construct. The mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on a positive relationship between transactional leadership, and organization innovation directly and indirectly through the construct.
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Introduction

It has been widely acknowledged that in today’s world, a company has to continually explore new business prospects. Dess, Lumpkin, and McGee (1985) argue, “Virtually all organizations—new startups, major corporations and alliances among global partners—are striving to exploit product market opportunities through innovative and proactive behavior.” Behaving entrepreneurially is crucial in order to thrive (D’Intino et al., 2007). In other words organizations require inventiveness and originality as well as dedication and enthusiasm. As a result of this need, it follows reason that research and development in the area of entrepreneurial behavior has increased dramatically. Specialists desire to identify the organizational and environmental factors involved in entrepreneurial behavior. Energizing people, demonstrating entrepreneurial creativity, seeking out new prospects, engaging in new opportunities, risk taking, exploring new ventures, and inspiring other people are some of the factors that could be of primary importance (Bremer, 2009). Out of all of these factors, it could be argued that leadership is the most important entrepreneurial behavior.

Leadership is a relatively new idea that has become of utmost importance to businesses ranging from small, local stores to global corporations. Leadership provides a way to study the interaction between people and their environment; especially when looking at the entrepreneurial orientation (D’Intino et al., 2007). In Thailand, it is a society in which inequalities are accepted; a strict chain of command and protocol are observed. Each rank has its privileges and employees show loyalty, respect and deference for their superiors in return for protection and guidance. This may lead to paternalistic management. Thus, the attitude towards managers are more formal, the information flow is hierarchical and controlled. Moreover, this is manifest in a close long-term commitment to the member ‘group’ (a family, extended family, or extended relationships). Loyalty to the in-group in a collectivist culture is paramount, and over-rides most other societal rules and regulations. The society raises strong relationships where everyone takes responsibility for fellow members of their group. In order to preserve the in-group, Thai are not confrontational and in there communication a “Yes” may not mean an acceptance or agreement. An offence leads to loss of face and Thai are very sensitive not to feel shamed in front of their group. Personal relationship is key to leading business and it takes time to build such relations thus patience is necessary as well as not openly discuss business on first occasions (Geert Hofstede, 2001). Additionally, Thailand has the lowest Masculinity ranking among the average Asian countries of 53 and the World average of 50. This lower level is indicative of a society with less assertiveness and competitiveness, as related to one where these values are considered more important and significant. This situation also reinforces more traditional male and female roles within the population. Furthermore, Thailand’s low score of 32 indicates that Thai culture is more normative than pragmatic. People in such societies have a strong concern with establishing the complete Truth; they are normative in their thinking. They exhibit great respect for traditions, a relatively small partiality to save for the future, and a focus on achieving quick results (Geert Hofstede et al., 2010).

Leadership gives a significant advantage in the competitive market that businesses face and often leads directly to organizational innovation (Samad,2011; Tellis , Prabhu , Chandy; 2009). In order to achieve these objectives, the human factor is of utmost importance. The leader, whether it be a CEO, CFO, or simply a manager, must be able to guide the members (or human factor) of the organization in such a way that efficiency is maximized in order to achieve the predetermined goals and objectives. The definition of ‘leadership’ has been used to describe people in terms of their ability, personality, level of responsibility, influence, behaviour, or their instruments to achieve a goal (Limsila and Ogunlana, 2007). Leadership is allowing employees to thrive in the company by assigning them to a task which most closely suits their abilities. It is also having the ability to keep those same employees motivated over a period of time (Kotter,1996; Yammarino and Dubinsky, 1994). Leadership provides an important aspect to the relationship between an individual and the organization. The individuals that make up various
groups in the organization must behave as the leader determines or dictates (Shastri, Shashi Mishra and Sinha, 2010). A leader has the ability to direct the actions of his followers by way of different management methods. The predominant leadership styles of transformational and transactional leadership have been researched extensively over recent years. However, there has been no research exploring the relationship between transformational, transactional leadership, entrepreneurial orientation, and organization innovation. Therefore, this study’s goal is to bridge the gaps of previous research.

The purpose of this paper is to tackle the above limitation by examining how the composition of transformational and transactional leadership affects the entrepreneurial orientation, entrepreneurial orientation affects the organization innovation, which in turn affects the transformational and transactional leadership directly and indirectly affects the organizational innovation.

**Literature Review**

**Transformational Leadership and Entrepreneurial Orientation of Software Industry**

Transformational leadership can be construed as the mechanism that both influences major changes and enhances the duty of care that members display towards an organizations goals and intentions. This is achieved through a change in the mindset and presumptions of organizational members Chelladurai (2001). A transformational (extraordinary) leader heightens follower’s levels of awareness with regard to the significance and monetary worth of the potential results and the methods that are needed to achieve them. As well as this, they are responsible for promoting the self-drive of their followers, which will, as results allow the said followers to demonstrate their own immediate preoccupation for the advancement of the organizations goals and aspirations. Four specific factors were outlined by Bass (1985) with regard to transformational leadership. The author suggested that charisma, inspiration, individualized consideration and intellectual stimulation were all key to the framework. Leaders who act as role models demonstrate charisma. This, in turn can produce a shared feeling of recognition of a shared goal. In addition to this, charisma can be said to inject a sense of pride and belief in followers by prevailing through obstacles and hindrances. The author proposes that it is possible to label transformational leadership as ‘idealized influence’. It is also suggested that this can then be extended into two sub-dimensions known as ‘idealized influence attributed’ and ‘idealized influence behavior’. The inspiration and empowerment of follower’s refers to inspiration. When followers have inspiration, they are more likely to willingly accept and take on a potentially difficult mission or goal. The consideration of individuals applies to behaviors such as exhibiting personal respect to followers; this is achieved by showing them personal consideration, by treating each person as an individual, and by being attentive to individuals personal requirements. Finally, leaders who demonstrate contemporary ways in the consideration of old obstacles, communicate this new way of thinking clearly, and aim to make followers think again about their usual procedures and theories can be described as being intellectually stimulating. In addition to the above, transformational leadership can be described as a leader’s capacity to evaluate his or her followers’ requisites, necessities, and personal drive, as well as their competency in assessing the higher-level demands of their employees, and in doing so exposing the full potential of the respective follower. The results of transformational leadership are behavioral patterns that differ from those displayed by transactional leaders, these behavioral patterns can be said to induce a positive change within organizations (Bennis,1980; Conger 1989; Conger and Kanugo; 1987; Sashkin; 1990). In this study, we use Sashkin and Rosenbach’s (1998) definition of transformational leadership. The authors have utilized extensive leadership research data, with special consideration of the work of Bennis (1984), and have formulated the Visionary Leadership Theory, a comprehensive, all inclusive take on leadership. Sashkin and Rosenbach (1998) attempted to interpret transactional and transformational leadership dimensions through their Visionary Leadership
Theory as: substituting when necessary, building trustworthy relationships, showing empathy, creating opportunities for empowerment and improving self-confidence, and visualization of positive leadership characteristics. In the Sashkin and Rosenbach (1998) approach of Visionary Leadership, vision is concerned with the capacity to first thoughtfully construct the future, followed by physically doing so through behavior. This is displayed by leaders when they carefully consider what is happening in a given situation, anticipating and identifying the causes, in doing this, they are able to widely understand how intricate patterns of cause and effect come to light. This is the moment when a leader can theorize how to extract desired outcomes. It is not the intention of visionary leaders to simply postulate a vision and force it onto their followers. The idea of vision runs parallel with the intentions of the organization, meaning that the leader can produce a clear and transparent vision and relate it to their staff, which, in turn, will permit the organization to be more dedicated, innovative, contemporary and more risk-taking. In this article, we suggest that CEO’s who display leadership behavior such as those described by Sashkin and Rosenbach (1998) are likely to have a beneficial entrepreneurial strategic posture.

**Transactional Leadership and Entrepreneurial Orientation of Software Industry**

Transactional leadership can be defined as a way in which a leader uses a reward system (which is often currency based in nature) to entice followers into action. This style centers on maintaining functionality in the short term by working to change actions reduced administration. These behaviors revolve around making sure that those following the leaders understand what is being asked of them, have the ability to do what they are asked, as well as ensuring that the individuals have the resources needed to accomplish their goals (Rosenbach, Sashkin, and Herberg, 1996). Bass (1985) describes a transactional leader as “one who operates within the existing system or culture, has a preference for risk avoidance, pays attention to time constraints and efficiency, and generally prefers process over substance as a means for maintaining control.” That being said, transactional leadership is, at heart, a transaction between leaders and followers. The followers are expected to offer progress and accomplishment of specific goals. In return, the leader will monitor their headway and identify what rewards are deserved when a task is completed. There is an expected increase in followers’ compliance to the leader through these types of exchanges (Yukl, 1998).

Transactional leadership encompasses two discernable factors related to behavior. These factors are contingent reward and management by exception. Contingent reward gives positive reinforcement to the followers when a goal is met or a contract is completed and is known as a motivation-based system. Management by exception is a process in which the leader does not intervene (and may not even be notified) unless there is a problem which cannot be solved by the followers themselves. As long as the methods that are employed currently function properly and the previously set goals are achieved, the status quo is maintained. Management by exception can also be divided into two sub-groups: active components and passive components. Active management by exception is defined as a management variety involving watching intently for mistakes while passive management by exception refers to a leader who waits to hear about these mistakes either from the followers themselves or from the goals not being met. In both instances, the leader will punish the followers involved in the event that the follow does not meet the standards of performance (Antonakis, Avolio, and Sivasubramaniam, 2003).

Literature on entrepreneurship has widely acknowledged the importance of transactional leadership to entrepreneurial orientation (Zahra et al., 1995; Wiklund, et al., 2004; Covin et al., 2006). According to Covin and Slevin (1989) entrepreneurial orientation is the “methods, practices, and decision-making styles that managers use to act entrepreneurially.” Lumpkin and Dess (1966) went a step farther and characterized entrepreneurial orientation by five dimensions, four of which will be looked at in this piece: innovativeness, risk taking, proactiveness, and competitive aggressiveness.
Innovation, the first dimension, indicates a company’s ability to support and employ novel concepts. This adaptability and openness to novelty, experimentation, as well as the creative process allows innovative goods, services, or technology-related techniques to emerge (Lumpkin and Dess, 1966). Innovation is especially vital for organizations working with new and changing technology, such as software. Software industries bear a high level of uncertainty when compared to more traditional industries because they face short life cycles for their products, which are easily discarded to be replaced by the newest and best software (Baron et al., 1999; Vohora, Wright, and Lockett, 2004). This innovation is essential in order to create a better technology and a higher turnover rate. The organizations which utilize innovation to its full extent are more likely to take advantage of market opportunities (Wiklund and Shepherd, 2005). Innovation can help software industries develop competitive advantages and design the necessary products and resources to stay relevant in an ever-changing market.

The second dimension of entrepreneurial orientation spoken of by Dess and Lumpkin is risk taking. Risk taking is the extent to which managers will make large and risky resource commitments (Miller and Friesen, 1978). With its technology changing so quickly, software industries face more risks and a more uncertain future than many traditional industries. Risk taking may cause deficits in the short run, but can create opportunities in the future. This can have a positive impact on performance (Dess and Lumpkin, 2005). Because of this, risk taking is likely to pay off for organizations that need to change as often as software corporations do.

Proactiveness is the third dimension of entrepreneurial orientation. This is again using the example of the software industry, technological firms need to think ahead in their actions and ensure that they maintain an advantage over their competitors in a market that changes at a daily rate (Cottrell and Sick, 2002). Proactive companies can acquire higher profits and establish a reputation as a leader in their field (Porter, 1980). Being known as the most competent company in the latest technologies will increase overall market approval. Development of advanced production processes can also lead to a predominant performance in the market; another benefit of proactiveness.

The fourth dimension of entrepreneurial orientation, and the final dimension as far as our paper is concerned, is competitive aggression. Aggression is a crucial factor in the unquestionably competitive environment that is the current global market. As a dimension of entrepreneurial orientation, aggressiveness in this case is defined as a corporation’s inclination to engage in the competitive market in order to meet pre-arranged goals or lead to an increase in their current position. Aggressive behavior must be direct and must intensely challenge the organization’s competitors in the landscape they are both involved in (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). New technologies and products of any industry, but especially those of software companies, can be learnt and duplicated almost instantaneously by competitors (Dess and Lumpkin, 2005). It is imperative that companies set ambitious goals and frequently redefine their products and services in order to build strategic barriers against their opponents. Aggressive activities help outperform competitors.

**Entrepreneurial Orientation and Organization Innovation of Software Industry**

As previously mentioned, entrepreneurial orientation focuses on the process of making strategies for the betterment of an organization. We conceive entrepreneurial orientation similarly to how Covin and Slevin, (1989) did; that is to say, we conceive entrepreneurial orientation as a managerial inclination that guides the process in making strategies after an entrepreneurial and strategic disposition. There are comprehensive studies which promote the idea of a decisive link concerning the interconnection of entrepreneurial orientation and an organization’s performance (Baker and Sinkula 2009; Rauch et al., 2009; Sadler-Smith et al., 2003; Wiklund, 1999). We propose that entrepreneurial orientation affects organizational innovation.
Furthermore, there is a connection to literature involving strategic management. Management choices made with a positive entrepreneurial orientation could explain the transmission of organization aptitude within an organization (Zott, 2003). Entrepreneurial orientation leading to organizational innovation could be instrumental in explaining why some companies perform better than others; despite all other aspects appearing to be equal (Zott, 2003). Additionally, organizational innovation might further the idea that entrepreneurial orientation effects organizational innovation because it signifies that the entrepreneurial stance is leading to an effect in the firm or that the firm is behaving in a manner which can only be described as entrepreneurial, because of the determinations of the management.

A number of authors have contended that entrepreneurial behaviors are having straightforward consequences on goods, techniques, and managerial ingenuity. Although studies have generally thought of ingenuous results as an index of entrepreneurship, it has become clear that this exchange is in dire need of an increased examination. As previously stated, entrepreneurial orientation increases risk taking behaviors, innovation, and proactiveness within an organization (Zahra, Nielsen, and Bogner, 1999). Thus, entrepreneurial orientation can be determined to be one of the precedents to organizational innovation (Renko, Carsrud, and Brännback, 2009).

The organizational innovation of an industry includes innovations of products and processes. The aforementioned types of innovation are scrupulously associated and the process of innovation generally involves all company functions (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975). Because of this, we can describe product innovation as how a good or service can be modified. This application focuses on the needs of the customer or the market while process innovation differs completely because it is described as how a modernity of the production process can change the technique or employee actions in order to increase efficiency within the company (Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan, 2001). Because of the evolvement of the emulous market, innovation is critical for company performance (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). It is essential to modernize regularly in order to achieve positive and long-lasting developments in an organization. These results must be extensively noticed between the company. It is important to note that this theory has been researched to a broad extent and has been mentioned in this research multiple times.

**Method**

**Sample and data collection**

Processes related to organizational innovation, as well as outcome of those processes. For this reason, we tested our hypotheses by focusing on a single industry in Thailand. Carrying out a single-industry analysis is also interesting because it facilitates the identification and measurement of critical resources in an industry (Hitt, Bierman, Shimizu, and Kochlar, 2001). Therefore, this study selected software industry in Thailand as the sample. Additionally, because our target population is relatively homogeneous, we control to a certain extent for size, industry, and national culture contingency factors (Lyon, Lumpkin, and Dess 2000; Rauch et al., 2009). The population was obtained from a list database of software industry in Thailand as of February 20, 2018 (http://www.atsi.or.th). A mail survey procedure via questionnaire was used for data collection. The key participants in this study were executives or managers. With regard to the questionnaire mailing, 15 surveys were undeliverable because some firms were no longer in business or had moved to unknown locations. Deducting the undeliverable from the original 525 mailed, the valid mailing was 510 surveys, from which 140 responses were received. Of the surveys completed and returned, only 135 were usable. The effective response rate was approximately 26.47 %. According to Aaker, Kumar and Day (2001), the response rate for a mail survey, without an appropriate follow-up procedure, and greater than 20%, is considered acceptable.
Furthermore, a non-response bias test was performed by comparing early and late responses. Characteristics of the firms comprise industry types, amount of capital funding, time in business, number of employees, and key informants who self-reported all constructs (Armstrong and Overton, 1977). As for non-response bias, t-test statistical tests were performed and; the results exhibited no significant differences. Therefore, a non-response bias is of no concern in this data.

**Measurements**

The survey instrument is a multi-item measures. All the variables were measured using five-point Likert scales. The key informants were asked for the levels of agreement with statements of items ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The items were developed from existing scales of each variable for this study specifically.

**Transformational Leadership and Transactional Leadership**

In this research we used twenty factors from the Turkish version of the Multi-Factor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ-Form 5X) to assess transformational leadership and transactional leadership (Bass and Avolio, 1995). Avolio et al., (1999) contribute to the question of the validity of the instrument. If participants provided both the transformational leadership ratings and the criterion ratings, the results could have potentially been biased by same-source (MLQ) data. Therefore, only the transformational leadership items were used from the questionnaire. Participants judged how frequently their immediate leader engaged in transformational leadership behaviors. Ratings were completed on a 5-point scale with 1 representing “Not at all” and 5 representing “Frequently, if not always”. Sample items included: “Articulates a compelling vision of the future,” “Treats me as an individual rather than as a member of the group,” and “Gets me to look at problems from many different angles.”

**Entrepreneurial Orientation**

Entrepreneurial orientation was measured with the widely used nine-item, 5-point scale proposed by Covin and Slevin (1989). This measurement scale has been applied satisfactorily by a number of empirical papers (Escriba’-Esteve et al., 2008; Green, Covin, and Slevin, 2008).

**Organization Innovation**

We consider organization innovation as a construct with three different dimensions consistent with the previous literature: product and process innovation effectiveness, and innovation efficiency. These dimensions have been generally discussed in innovation research (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; OECD, 2005). The OECD Oslo Manual provides a detailed measurement scale for assessing the economic objectives of product and process innovation, and we propose this scale to measure product and process innovation effectiveness. This scale was devised by the OECD to provide some coherent drivers for innovation studies, thereby achieving greater homogeneity and comparability among innovation studies. Nowadays, many innovation surveys use this widely validated scale (Alegre, Lapiedra, and Chiva, 2006; INE, 2008). Innovation efficiency is the third dimension considered to measure organizational innovation. It is generally accepted that innovation efficiency can be determined by the cost and the time involved in the innovation project (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995; Chiesa, Coughlan, and Voss, 1996; Wheelwright and Clark, 1992).
Control Variables
The control variables were firm age and firm size. Firm age was measured by number of years firm has been in an operation. Firm size was measured by the number of employees in firms currently registered full time. Previous research has shown that the both control variables may influence the capacity of a firm to operate business in order to achieve performance (Zhou and Li, 2007).

Analyses
Structural equations modeling (SEM) were used to perform the primary analyses of the data set. SEM has been developed in a number of academic disciplines to Resource-Based View. SEM allows for the inclusion of latent variables that can only be measured through observable indicators. In this study, concepts such as transformational leadership and transactional leadership, entrepreneurial orientation, and organizational innovation are difficult to observe. Furthermore, SEM assesses measurement errors and allows all the relationships proposed in the conceptual model to be estimated simultaneously (Bou-Llusar, Escrig-Tena, Roca-Puig, and Beltra’n-Martín, 2009; Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black, 1998). EQS 6.1 software was used to estimate the models for our research hypotheses.

Psychometric properties of measurement scales
The psychometric properties of the measurement scales were assessed in accordance with accepted practices (Tippins and Sohi, 2003), and included Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was used to evaluate the measurement of reliability. In the scale, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients are higher than 0.70 (Nunnally and Berstein, 1994). Therefore, scales of all measures are shown to result in consistency. So, these measures are considered appropriate for further analysis because they show that validity and reliability that have be recognized in this study. The result shows factor loadings and the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for multiple item scales used this study in Table 1. Table 1 shows the all variables that have factor loading scores as between 0.658 – 0.935. Additionally, Cronbach’s alpha for all variables are shown between 0.749 – 0.904. Therefore, all constructs of the validity and reliability of measurement can be applied for further analysis.

Table 1
Results of Measure Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Factor Loadings</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Leadership (TL)</td>
<td>0.658-0.865</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional Leadership (TS)</td>
<td>0.768-0.935</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO)</td>
<td>0.757-0.883</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Innovation (OI)</td>
<td>0.722-0.873</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the factor correlations, means, and standard deviations for all variables. With respect to the possible problems relating to multicollinearity among independent variables, variance inflation factors (VIFs) range from 1.00 to 2.89 which was below the cut-off value of 10 as recommended by Neter, William and Michael (1985), meaning the independent variables are not correlated with each other. Therefore, there are no substantial multicolinearity problems encountered in this study.
Table 2
Factor Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>EO</th>
<th>OI</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>FS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.125</td>
<td>3.614</td>
<td>4.192</td>
<td>4.244</td>
<td>3.088</td>
<td>2.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.181*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL</td>
<td>0.203*</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.523**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI</td>
<td>0.385*</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.555*</td>
<td>0.377**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.169*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.10

Fig 1 Hypothesized model

Fig 1 presents the theoretical model. The findings give the hypotheses concrete form. The study uses a recursive non-saturated model. Structural equation modeling takes into account errors in measurement, variables with multiple indicators and multiple-group comparisons (Koufteros et al., 2009).

Results and Discussion

The psychometric properties of the measurement scales were assessed in accordance with accepted practices (Gerbing and Anderson 1988; Tippins and Sohi 2003) included content validity, reliability, discriminant validity, convergent validity, scale dimensionality. Content validity was established through a revision of extant literature through personal interviews with ceramic tile industry experts (four...
ALICER technicians). We computed the coefficient alpha, composite reliability indicator to assess scale reliability (Bou-Llusar et al., 2009; Fornell and Larker, 1981). All scales achieved acceptable coefficient alphas, composite reliability indicators of at least 0.70.

Discriminant validity was assessed through confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) by comparing the $\chi^2$ differences between a constrained confirmatory factor model with an interfactor correlation set to 1 (indicating they are the same construct) and an unconstrained model with an interfactor correlation set free. All $\chi^2$ differences were found to be significant, providing evidence of discriminant validity (Gerbing and Anderson 1988; Gatignon et al., 2002; Tippins and Sohi 2003). CFA was also used to establish convergent validity by confirming that all scale items loaded significantly on their construct factors (Gerbing and Anderson, 1988). All $\chi^2$ differences were found to be significant, providing evidence of convergent validity (Gatignon et al., 2002).

We checked the constructs’ dimensionality through the loadings of the measurement items on the first-order factors, and the loadings of the first-order factors on the second order factors. All loadings were above 0.40 and significant at $p < 0.001$. No cross-loadings appeared. Before testing our hypotheses, we assessed the extent of common method variance by conducting a Harman’s single-factor test (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Podsakoff and Organ, 1986). This is a problem that can arise when dependent and independent variables are collected from a single informant. However, transformational, transactional leadership, entrepreneurial orientation, and organization innovation were asked to the same respondent: the general manager of the firm. The results of the CFA with all the indicators loading into a single factor (CFI = 0.941, TLI= 0.920, GFI = 0.882, RMSEA = 0.074, CMIN/DF = 1.742, x2 = 172.406, 100 df ) showed a fit, suggesting that the single-factor possibility is not relevant (Bou-Llusar et al., 2009).

Figure 2 shows the results of structural equations analysis. We carried out analysis including all the items and all the dimensions described in the measurements section. The chi-square statistic for the model is significant, but other relevant fit indices suggest a good overall fit (Tippins and Sohi, 2003).

![Figure 2 Structural Equations Model](image-url)
transactional leadership and entrepreneurial orientation. And third, the direct effect of transformational leadership on organization innovation is significant. These conditions provide compelling evidence for the full mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between transformational leadership and organization innovation. So, this mediation relationship represents a significant contribution to our understanding of positive influence of transformational leadership on organization innovation. Results shown in Figure 2 provide support for the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between transactional leadership and organization innovation. First, there is a positive relationship between transactional leadership and organization innovation. These conditions provide compelling evidence for the full mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between transactional leadership and organization innovation.

Conclusions and Future research

This study focuses on the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between transformational leadership, and organization innovation. In addition, the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between transactional leadership and organization innovation.

First, the research shows the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on a beneficial relationship between transformational leadership, and organization innovation both first and second hand; this is achieved through the formulation of specific expertise which is concerned with education in order to minimize the cost of internal change (Lei et al., 1999; Slater and Narver, 1995). Thus, transformational leadership is highly associated with and promotes organizational learning (Senge, 1990; Swieringa and Wierdsma, 1992), making the resources that are needed to conquer any setbacks which may impede learning that might present themselves readily accessible (Wick and Leon, 1995). The aim of organization innovation is to lay the foundations for professional development in order to achieve the types of skills and competencies that enable organization innovation as a result of a sustainable advantage (Senge et al., 1994). Second, the research shows the mediating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on a positive relation between transactional leadership, and organizational innovation directly and indirectly through the construct. Thirdly, the study demonstrates empirically a positive relation between entrepreneurial orientation, and organizational innovation. Fourth, the study demonstrates empirically a positive relation between transactional leadership, entrepreneurial orientation, and organizational innovation. For example for innovation can follow at the individual, group, organization and industry levels. As new outputs, innovations may come from new knowledge as well as from the combination of existing knowledge to create innovations (Henderson and Clark, 1990) using combinative capabilities (Kogut and Zander, 1990). Radical and incremental innovations refer to high and low degrees of new knowledge (Dewar and Dutton, 1986) involving high and low degrees of organizational transformation. A learning organization is an innovative organization. Organizations’ complexes of essential production and technology competences or resources and capacities sustain the sources for achieving sustainable competitive advantages. Each organization should analyze all of its production and technological resources, the resources that enable achievement of a better competitive position on the market. The organization should also develop specific capacities and essential competences to face the changes in production and technology in its environment. The innovative organization learns and knows how to make and keep itself competent. Through learning, the organization can change its behavior and thus renew and reinvent its technology and production to avoid falling into stagnation and to permit organization innovation. Different organizations will find
themselves in different states of evolution in learning. Organizational learning prevents stagnation and encourages continuous innovation (Bessant and Buckingham, 1993; Glynn, 1996; Thomas et al., 2001). Future research should examine whether the mediating and moderating influences of group processes such as cohesiveness, diversity, and conflict are the determinants of organization innovation rather than entrepreneurial orientation. The measure of organization innovation that this study develops and uses might be useful for studies in industries other than software development, or in industries which produce radical innovation. Studies in different countries can also use this measure in order to evaluate its external validity.
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